
SIXTH TERM EXAMINATION PAPER FORMULA BOOKLET

Graph paper is not provided, as the test requires only sketches, not detailed graphs. There is no longer a formulae
booklet for STEP Mathematics examinations.

You may be worried that the examiners expect some mysterious thing called rigour. Whilst students are
permitted to answer as many questions as they choose, they are advised to attempt no more than six, and their
final grade is based on their six best question solutions. The questions on STEP 2 and 3 were about the same
difficulty. Projectile questions are often set, but are never routine. Three STEP Mathematics papers are set
each year and all are sat during the school summer examination cycle. If you compare a 9 minute question
with a 45 minute question, of course the 45 minute question looks very hard! Instead, all graphs should be
sketched inside the answer booklets alongside the answer to the question. Calculators may not be used during
STEP. No restrictions are placed on the number of questions that may be attempted and all questions carry the
same weight. The format of the first three pages has changed as STEP will be fully anonymised before it is
marked. If you are considering studying mathematics at a top university, it is likely that you will manage to do
them all and get them nearly all right in the time available. The rule of thumb is that four good answers to a
reasonable level of completion will gain a grade 1; more may gain an S, and fewer will gain a correspondingly
lower grade. Each question is marked by a small team who coordinate to ensure their question is marked fairly
and that all correct solutions are given appropriate marks. The rule of thumb is that four good answers to a
reasonable level of completion will gain a grade 1; more may gain an S, and fewer will gain a correspondingly
lower grade. Rulers, protractors and compasses can be taken into the examination. The questions on STEP 2
and 3 are intended to be of about the same difficulty. All the required standard formulae are given in an
appendix to the new specification. Candidates are issued with a page booklet, of which 40 pages are available
for writing out solutions and for rough work. It would be a very exceptional candidate who had the knowledge
required to do all the questions. All papers are checked at least twice to ensure that all of a candidate's
non-crossed-out solutions have been assessed. Scoring There are five possible grades awarded. Just as the
examiners have no hidden agenda concerning syllabus, so they have no hidden agenda concerning your
method of answering the question. However, only the six best answers will be used in the calculation of the
final grade for the paper. If they do not do so, only their first attempt will be marked, unless a later attempt is
clearly substantially more complete. STEP answer booklet information Candidates should be aware of the
following: The answer booklets will be 48 pages long, with 44 ruled pages on which to write. Rulers,
protractors and compasses can be taken into the examination. Go on to another question and go back later. All
the markers have Mathematics degrees and most are reading for PhDs at Cambridge. A candidate reaching the
correct answer will receive full marks, regardless of the method used to answer the question. STEP papers. If
you can get to the end of a question correctly you will get full marks whatever method you use. If a candidate
makes more than one attempt at a question they must cross out all but the one they wish to have marked. Once
you get used to the idea that STEP is very different from A-level, it becomes much less daunting. A STEP
examination lasts 3 hours, and you are only supposed to do six questions in three hours. Since June , graph
paper has not been allowed in STEP examinations as the test requires only sketches, not detailed graphs. You
are very likely to get a grade 1 if you manage four questions not necessarily complete ; that means that each
question is designed to take 45 minutes. Candidates must not attach any extra sheets to the booklet. The mark
scheme for each question is designed to reward candidates who make good progress towards a solution. Try
underlining your conclusions. You may be put off by the number of subjects covered on the paper. That is 9
minutes per question. See also.


